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Arizona Head Coach Niya Butts 
“I’m disappointed. I don’t think I’ve ever been this disappointed as a coach. We allowed the game to 
slip away. We had a five-point lead, and then let them get a pair of shots. Utah isn’t a rebounding 
team, but they got 19 offensive rebounds tonight. We only shot 14 free throws, and that tells me we 
weren’t nearly aggressive enough. We just have to bounce back, because we have a game to 
prepare for on Sunday.” 
 
“We didn’t have any energy. We didn’t do anything in the first half, but thankfully Utah was shooting 
as badly as we were. We were capable of playing so much better than we did, but Utah’s players 
made plays, made the shots they needed to make down the stretch.” 
 
“Our defense was very poor. We were bad on both man-to-man and our zone, and the baskets they 
missed, they got their offensive rebounds. It hurts. We played without energy, and it’s hard to see it 
and hard to coach it. It was our lack of energy and inability to get stops that made the difference. Now 
we just have to deal.” 
 
“It bothers me that we had to go to overtime in the first place. Our lack of aggressiveness and our lack 
of pride on defense kept us from victory in regulation. We can’t allow games like these slip away from 
us, but we didn’t do half as much as we needed to do to get the win.” 
 
“We allowed Utah’s Janita Badon to get 21 points and nine rebounds, which is high above her 
average, and we let their role players make plays and have big nights for them. Hopefully we’ll learn 
from this game.” 
 
On the bulk of scoring coming from Davellyn Whyte 
“Other players have to step up and be aggressive. They have to run the floor and drive to the basket. 
Reiko Thomas made one shot attempt tonight, where she usually averages 15 or 16 points. They all 
have to be more aggressive.” 
 
Junior Guard Davellyn Whyte 
“We just didn’t get stops. The first two plays of overtime really dictated the entire period. I was tired, 
but I wasn’t really thinking about that. I was just trying to get the stops we needed to get the win.” 
 
“We were down two possessions when we came out of halftime and we knew what we had to do. We 
ran in transition, but we didn’t take care of the ball at the end of regulation.” 
 
“We play together in practice, and it’s not like we’re playing the starting five against the bench. It’s 
tough to play when we’re short a man, but in this game, that can happen.” 
 
Sophomore Guard Candice Warthen 
“Coach really stressed defense and rebounding and it really is a big deal. We are better than that.” 
 
“It’s great to be back. People have been around me, helping me stay positive. It’s just frustrating 
because I’m impatient.” 
 
“It wasn’t what Janita Badon did, it was what we didn’t do on defense. We have to clean up on the 
ball screens and on the man to man defense.” 


